This map is for illustration purposes only and must not be used for navigation.

Legend:
- AUV: Laid-up Vessels Anchorage
- ASC: Small Craft Anchorage
- AEEL: Eastern Explosives Lighters Anchorage
- AEW: Eastern Bunker A
- AEBA: Eastern Bunkerin
- AESPB: Eastern Special Purposes B Anchorage
- AESPA: Eastern Special Purposes A Anchorage
- AEHB: Eastern Holding A Anchorage
- AEHC: Eastern Holding C Anchorage
- AWQI: Western Quarantine and Immigration Anchorage
- AWPB: Western Petroleum B Anchorage
- AWQ: Western Petroleum A Anchorage
- AWPA: Western Petroleum A Anchorage
- AVLCC: Verifier Anchorage
- AEBB: Eastern Bunkerin
- AEBC: Eastern Bunkerin
- ASUL: Sudong Bunkering & Anchorages
- ASUBA: Sudon Bunkering & Anchorages
- ASUBB: Sudong Bunkering & Anchorages
- APPE: Sudong Explosive Anchorages
- ASHU: Sudong Holding Anchorages
- ASU: Sudong Special Purpose Anchorages
- ASP: Western Petroleum D Anchorage
- AVL: Western Anchorages
- AWA: Western Petroleum A Anchorage
- ASUBB: Western Petroleum B Anchorage
- AWW: Western Anchorages
- ASUBA: Western Petroleum A Anchorage
- AWW: Western Anchorages
- ASPLU: Laid-up Vessels Anchorages
- AEPB: Eastern Petroleum B Anchorages
- AEW: Eastern Anchorages
- AEHA: Eastern Holding A Anchorage
- AEEL: Eastern Explosives Lighters Anchorages
- AEPB: Eastern Bunkerin
- AEHB: Eastern Bunkering A Anchorages
- AEBA: Eastern Bunkering A Anchorages
- AEEL: Eastern Explosives Lighters Anchorages
- AEBB: Eastern Bunkering B Anchorages
- AMOW: Man-of-War Anchorages
- EPL: Eastern Pilot Station
- ACBTH: Changi Barge Temporary Holding Anchorage

Pilot Boarding Grounds:
- A: PWBGA Western Boarding Ground "A" (01°13.595'N 103°36.074'E)
- B: PWBGA Western Boarding Ground "B" (01°12.178'N 103°38.884'E)
- C: PEGB Southern Boarding Ground (01°13.679'N 103°45.947'E)
- D: PEGB Eastern Boarding Ground "A" (01°13.577'N 103°53.647'E)
- E: PEGB Eastern Boarding Ground "B" (01°13.595'N 03°34.747'E)
- F: PJSB East Johor Strait Boarding Ground (01°17.650'N 104°06.393'E)